Did you know???
The majority of water you use in your home
is used outdoors.
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Here are some water conservation tips.
Your Pool:

A pool cover can reduce evaporation and water waste by 95%
and extend the life of the pool chemicals. An uncovered pool (16ft. X32 ft.)
holds about 20,000 gallons of water and loses about an inch of water each
week to evaporation. Maintain your pool and pool filtration systems to
reduce the frequency of backwashing. Direct backwashing water onto turf
or other landscaping plants. Remove debris that blows in from trees and
landscaping. Drain your pool only when you have a water quality problem or
repairs are needed.

Your Irrigation:

VALVES- frequently inspect valve boxes to make sure
they are free of roots and water. Valves should have at least three inches
of clearance below the valve. EMITTERS/BUBBLERS- Look for plugged,
leaking, missing, worn out and unnecessary emitters and bubblers. Check
to see that the bubblers are providing proper coverage and that there are
berms in place for them. TUBING & PIPE– inspect for exposed broken or
damaged lines causing leaks. CONTROLLER– replace battery and program
for summer needs by going through each station.

Your Spa:

Spa water that is properly maintained only needs to be
replaced 2-3 times a year and can be used for landscape watering. Only
drain spas when you have a water quality problem. A spa cover can reduce
evaporation and water waste by 95%. Good spa maintenance will increase
the time between draining and refilling. To extend spa cleanliness, clean
the filters regularly following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Your Horse:

In our hot and dry climate, a horse may drink 10-30
gallons of water per day. Keep your water holding tank clean so the water
will be fresh and palatable to the horse and the water will not be wasted.
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